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Welcome to a world of endless seascapes, romantic spaces and timeless luxury – a secret haven
in Male Atoll. Welcome to Huvafen Fushi.

Nestled on a private jewel of an island, tuned to the rhythm of sophisticated laid-back luxury
encased amidst Maldivian flair, Huvafen Fushi proudly sets new bounds for a truly exceptional
retreat. Our iconic originality sets us apart from the norm, unique experiences aplenty waiting
to be discovered in your home away from home.

From the enchanted supremacy of the underwater spa – the first and only of its kind in the
world, to the depths of cool our underground wine cellar with grandeur echoing the thousands
of bottles on display, you’ll be sure to take home nothing short of unforgettable memories after
a stay with us. Dining choices fit for a king. The celebration of the ocean in abundance, from
the alluring discovery of diving to adrenaline seekers watersports. Lazy days under the sun
sipping cocktails beside the infinity pool, hypnotic views of the Indian Ocean. The charm and
captivation of Maldives island living with twists of luxury, all married together with our
unsurpassed levels of service are just a few of the ingredients needed to make your stay with us
a truly extraordinary one.

Inside this book you will find everything you need to unlock the secrets of this beautiful
private resort.

Welcome to your awakening. Welcome to Huvafen Fushi.
Noel Cameron, General Manager 
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ENTER THE DREAM

DHONI

RESORT MAP

HIGHLIGHTS

EXPERIENCE

DINE

INTRACEUTICALS

STAY

HUVAFEN SPA 

ROMANTIC 
RENDEZVOUS

HIGHLIGHTS
DREAM DHONI ESCAPADES  

SUBAQUATIC DINING AT
IMMERSE..LATITUDE 4°

WHISPERED DREAMS HOVER OVER 
THE SEA, THE FACE OF THE DEEP.  
A SECRET PLAYGROUND BEYOND 
THE EDGE OF REALITY.

A luxury traditional dhoni takes the indul-
gent Huvafen Fushi experience to open 
water. This 65ft handcrafted timber vessel 
lets you sail the Maldives in luxury. Exploring 
reefs by day. Pampering yourself by night.

ENTICING FLAVOURS. 
INTIMATE DINING SPACES.

Awaken your palate, tantalise your senses.
A table for two on a tableau of pristine white
sand. At Huvafen Fushi, the waft of fine
flavours rides the ocean breeze.

Sunlight scatters, intensifies. You’re awake.
The flicker of fish, the glint of shoals gliding
through currents. Life merges with fantasy.
Adventure whispers in the winds.

Indulge in bespoke dining experiences like no 
other. Descend eight metres below the 
surface and dine with uninterrupted views of 
the marine life before you in this intimate and 
awe inspiring setting, just for you.

SUBMERGED, IMMERSED. DRAWN TO 
A WORLD BELOW THE SURFACE. THE 
SOOTHING EMBRACE OF THE SEA.

World within worlds, without end. Tantalising
spa treatments, soothing massage. Yours to
enjoy in an intimate space. Spirited away by
the songs of the sea.

A STAIRCASE TO THE SEA. PRIVATE 
SPACES GIVE WAY TO ETHEREAL 
SEASCAPES.

Vintage nostalgia meets modern Parisian living
at CUBE. Surrender to Huvafen Fushi’s luxury 
Maldivian penthouse with elevated master 
bedroom, oversized ocean-view bath, private 
steam and sauna wet area, and balcony
overlooking a black lava-stone infinity pool.
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CELSIUS

FORNO

RAW

ENTICING AROMAS, SEDUCTIVE 
FLAVOURS. INTIMATE DINING 
SPACES. SEASIDE, OVER WATER, 
UNDERGROUND. AWAKEN YOUR 
PALATE, TANTALISE YOUR SENSES.

VINUM

SALT

UMBAR DESTINATION DINING

Early morning, a breeze stirs. The aroma of fresh-ground Arabica 
wafts across the deck. Awakens your senses. Breakfast gives way 
to languorous afternoons, lounging at a seaside table with sand 
between your toes. In the evening, ocean winds. Piquant curries. 
Succulent oysters. The cool, red centre of a wagyu sirloin served 
rare. Celsius tantalises the palate with a selection of flavours 
throughout the day.

Eight metres below the surface. Sink into the island’s depths.
A treasure trove of rare vintages, hidden gems. By the thousands. 
Vinum is the Maldives’ first underground wine cellar. A seductive 
secret that draws you in. Degustation menus. Wine flights. All in 
an evocative, intimate space under uspended art installations.
As vivid as a waking dream.

Sumptuous Japanese dining in sensuous surrounds. Tantalising
tastes with an alluring Latin twist. Immerse yourself in a world
of laid-back Izakaya-style dining. Discover the epicurean
secrets of Salt

Waves lap the shore, tickling your feet. Oversized cushions on
a white-sand beach. The sweet, seductive fragrance of shisha 
wafts in the breeze. A moment beyond imagination. Chalky 
tendrils of smoke writhe overhead. Sultry jazz notes in your ear. 
The staccato rhythms of a cocktail shaker. UMBAR’s handcrafted 
cocktails, savoury snacks, effortless indulgence.

Private chef experiences in sumptuous settings. Dine at a table 
immersed in the waters of the infinity pool or in the starlit chic 
of Cardamom Lounge. Surrender to Siamese Dreams under 
the palms or enjoy sensuous culinary moments on a private 
sandbank in the middle of the
Indian Ocean.

A grove of coconut trees sighs overhead. A patchwork quilt of 
shade caressing skin. A wood-fired oven crackles and the flicker
of firelight warms the cheeks. As a handmade pizza crust rises, 
crisps. The aroma is irresistible. Forno gives you an array of 
contemporary Napolitano cuisine in a casual beachside setting. 
Italian indulgence by the Indian Ocean. Artisanal pizzas,
handmade pastas, imaginative fusion. From daily
lunches to themed dinners on select evenings.

Revitalizing wellbeing inspired cuisine, set over the lagoon in a 
relaxed, bistro-style setting. Open for lunch, this intimate dining 
space offers delicious healthy cuisine paired with panoramic views 
of the Indian Ocean.  



INTRACEUTICALS
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SUBMERGED, IMMERSED. 
DRAWN TO A WORLD BELOW 
THE SURFACE. THE SOOTHING 
EMBRACE OF THE SEA.

SUBMERGE IN A SANCTUARY OF SERENITYAn ethereal realm of water, serenity washing over every space. Surreal as a 
receding dream, like fleeting moments before dawn. You enter the world’s 
first underwater spa. Let Huvafen Fushi wrap you in healing arms, soothed 
by healing hands, ensconced in luxury.

A sumptuous sanctuary beneath. A secret source of youth and beauty.
Ancient wisdoms meet modern tonics. Emerging from a chrysalis.
A new you, reborn.

An underwater world. Currents ebb and flow. Tides of seduction play upon your senses.
A signature treatment – 180 wistful minutes pass in a surreal, submerged environment. 
Tropical fish flit and weave through the currents. Diffuse bubbles radiate, loft to the 
surface. Tension dissolves. Exhale.

Indigenous island coconut oil. The essence of the Maldives. Each massage stroke sends
a ripple through the fabric of time. From massage table to relaxation pod. An alluring 
cocoon. Fresh island fruit followed by herbal tea. You savour the kaleidoscope of
clownfish, stingrays and anemones. Life is a lucid dream in the heart of Huvafen Fushi.• Two couple’s underwater treatment rooms with panoramic reef views

   and soothing design inspired by the colours and textures of the sea
• Four single overwater treatment rooms
• Two couple’s overwater treatment rooms
• Dhimaalis outdoor treatment space
• Yoga Pavilion
• Separate steam and sauna spaces for men and women
• Manicure and pedicure room
• Retail boutique



BY  BEATA 
ALEKSANDROWICZ

BY TERESA TARMEY 

PURE  
MASSAGE 

FACIALS
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“ MASSAGE IS LIKE 
WRITING A POEM. 
THIS IS WHY I BELIEVE 
MASSAGE IS AN ART.”

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER IN THE MALDIVES. 
PROGRESSIVE PROCEDURES. BOUNDLESS 
BEAUTY. FACIALS DEDICATED TO REVEALING 
THE PERFECT COMPLEXION. 

Ancient traditions and modern techniques. Eastern and Western wisdoms.
A unique massage style from Beata Aleksandrowicz that combines
deep tissue and trigger-point techniques, energy work, Thai stretches
and touch therapy.

Beata’s method is both thorough and ground-breaking. Effective, injury-free 
massage, and therapists trained in life-coaching elements.

The author of several books on massage, Beata is published worldwide.
A former columnist for The Sunday Telegraph, she is an expert contributor
for numerous publications – Spa Business, European Spa Magazine and 
Professional Spa@Wellness.

Beata also serves on the Mental Wellness Initiative for The Global
Wellness Institute and is a judge for the World Spa & Wellness Awards.

Skincare expert Teresa Tarmey primes London’s most 
flawless faces. Detox diets and facial formulas combine 
to achieve the ultimate in beauty. Using a serene,
holistic, flexible approach, Teresa delivers results-driven
treatments. Her range of sensuous facial treatments was 
created just for Huvafen Fushi. Teresa specialises in 
innovative products and cutting-edge technology.
Rejuvenation, resurfacing and advanced anti-ageing 
treatments. Truly transformative facials that revive skin 
from within.

A regular contributor to magazines such as Vogue and 
Tatler, Teresa recently launched her first flagship store
in London’s Notting Hill. She has a residency at the 
world-famous Viva Mayr Clinic in Austria.

A timber pavilion. An island breeze ripples through gossamer linen. Hiding a secret, a traditional formula that
soothes, heals. Restores. Dhimaalis begins with a gentle sand scrub, followed by a penetrating salve of Maldivian
herbs. Rinsed in the sea, nurturing the senses.



DHONI
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AT SEA

CRUISING AND BOATING   

WATER SPORTS

WITH 
HUVAFEN 
FLOAT

SET SAIL TO INFINITE BLISS

Sea, sky, expanse. The Indian Ocean stretches to the
infinite horizon. Beckoning. Tempting you to explore.
Dhoni sails billow and expand, lilting. Drawing you further
into the azure beyond.

Sail into the yonder. The Indian Ocean mirroring the sky.
Carve through the waters, wind on your face. The groan
and creak of a wooden dhoni, the hum of a speedboat as
it parts the waves. The lilt and rock of a yacht, cruising into
the blue. A dolphin at the bow, glistening in the sunset.

Soar into the heavens, flirt with the sun, parasail billowing
behind. Weave through turquoise waves by catamaran,
or windsurf away, taming the breeze. A slow paddle by
kayak, oars plunged into glittering seas. A Zayak with
a window on the underwater world. The beauty of the
ocean soaking into your soul.

A traditional dhoni takes the indulgent Huvafen Fushi experience to open water. This 65ft vessel lets
you sail the Maldives on your own. Exploring reefs by day. Pampering yourself, your partner, by night.
The dhoni can be booked with any room, complete with a 24-hour crew.

Below-deck living spaces, cool and quiet. Everything you need: a king bed, wine cellar and an indulgent
gourmet minibar. All yours, an endless delight.
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AROUND THE ISLAND

WITH 
HUVAFEN 
FLOAT

UNDERWATER

SNORKELLING AND DIVING

Huvafen Fushi dive sites:  

THE MARINE BIOLOGIST

BLISSFUL, 
BEAUTIFUL 
AND EXTRA, 
EXTRA SPECIAL

“ 

Private hideaways. Slipping between 
trees, to hidden retreats. At Lonu 
Veyo, you float effortlessly in a 
salt-water pool. Buoyant and carefree.

Work up a sweat over shimmering 
waters at Pump GYM, bend and 
breathe under the open skies with a 
YOGA session, or find mindfulness in 
quiet corners of the island, the silence 
lapped by ocean tides.

Each moment at Huvafen Fushi 
resonates with beauty, a snapshot of a 
dream. On the sand or sea. Or 
cocooned in your own luxurious haven.

Or venture indoors to cooler climes.
The Lair awaits with tales of lands 
afar. A favourite novel. A forgotten 
classic. A haven of distraction. A world 
of sweet escapes.

O n the very first evening, I enjoyed a
sunset cruise on the traditional Maldivian
dhoni hosted by Huvafen Fushi's fantastic
General Manager and Operations
Director. So friendly, down-to-earth and
welcoming were they that my fellow
guests and I felt we'd known each other
for years instead of hours!

I wandered over to the beach one evening 
as someone had mentioned to see the 
sunset. I wasn’t quite sure what to expect but 
was amazed to spy a handful of seriously 
large rays – literally inches from the shore-
line. The resort’s marine biologist has been 
coming every day for ears for a fishy treat 
at tea-time. It was such a
fun and wonderful experience being able to 
feed the rays – just prepare as they flap 
over your feet and legs and give you a 
soaking!! 

Huvafen has that very special something 
and is a resort that I would love to return to, 
time and time again. I fondly think of it as 
my cherished home from home.

Article by Lisa Curtiss, Editor in Chief,
Entrepreneur & Investor Magazine

Uncover the mysteries of 
the sea. Be touched by the 
brilliance of marine life that 
surrounds Huvafen Fushi. 
It’s wondrous creatures 
inhabit the world below, 
gliding gracefully through 
the currents. Revel in an 
underwater realm.

Perched on the edge of one world. Peering into another.
A platform between two worlds. As you’re drawn into
the sea, the surface breaks. Congeals. Refracting light,
shimmering scales. Gentle giants filtering water. Immerse
yourself in this underwater world.

The master of the deep, to teach you secrets. Uncover the
mysteries of the reef, know its treasures, be touched by its
brilliance. Cloaked gems twinkling in the depths. Expeditions 
that take you to another world. Swim into a fantasy,
beguiled by the charms of the deep.

• Shark Point
• Rasfari
• The Peak
• Hambadhu Shipwreck
• Manta Point

”
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BEACH BUNGALOW WITH POOL
125sqm

A STAIRCASE TO THE 
SEA. PRIVATE SPACES 
GIVE WAY TO ETHEREAL 
SEASCAPES AND 
SECRET INDULGENCES.

LAGOON BUNGALOW WITH POOL
130sqm

DELUXE BEACH BUNGALOW WITH POOL 
160sqm

Exquisite Beach Bungalows line a pristine lagoon. From the daybed on your
sumptuous deck, you can survey the beach as you warm your skin in the
sun’s rays. From the plunge pool or the oversized bathtub, you can take in
views of the lagoon.

Your room’s interior is equipped with every modern indulgence. Each detail
a revelation. The dancing crema of the morning’s first espresso. Gentle
waves lapping the shore beyond your private deck. Time moves slowly when
you surrender to the moment. Another alluring day begins at Huvafen Fushi.

Serene waters. The lagoon shimmers, glistens. Beckons with its cooling embrace.
From your private deck, panoramas of the Indian Ocean expand in all directions.
The tantalising world of Huvafen Fushi is yours to explore. For now, utter
contentment as you ease into your plunge pool, letting each seductive moment
wash over you. You’ve immersed yourself in the Maldives.

Your own private sanctuary with every amenity imaginable. Facing east, you
welcome the early morning sun. Awaken your senses. Revel in the rhythms of your
Maldivian retreat. This day has only just begun.

Cocooned in your own sensuous space. The horizon expands before your private
courtyard. A vivid seascape draws your gaze, you stretch out on your sun lounger,
survey your private deck. Blue skies meet the turquoise sea. Nature merging
seamlessly with the iconic design of your villa.

A freshwater infinity pool beckons from your private terrace. Another is sequestered
away with the private bath. Total discretion is yours. As you’re drawn in to the villa,
time stops. Plush furnishings beckon. The soft glow of a plasma screen illuminates
your room. This is your refuge, your sojourn into fantasy.
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OCEAN BUNGALOW WITH POOL
160sqm

In-room amenities by

A SENSORY JOURNEY FOR THE SKIN. 
STAY SUNKISSED YET VELVET-SOFT 
WITH BOTTEGA VENETA. PAMPER AND 
DELIGHT, MORNING AND NIGHT. 

TWO-BEDROOM OCEAN PAVILION WITH POOL 
330sqm

The vast Indian Ocean expands before this bungalow. A three-tiered deck, 
an unrivalled view. You can take it all in from your infinity pool, from your 
living spaces, from the sinuous hold of your daybed.

Inside, a window to an underwater world. Peer through the glass floor
to myriad tropical fish, vibrant splashes, colour untold. A state-of-the-art
theatre system to engage and excite. An oversized jet-tub, a bottle of
bubbles, glasses clinking into the night.

Two-bedroom pavilions centre on a freshwater swimming pool.
Its infinity edge mimics the horizon. Yawns along with the vast
Indian Ocean. The pool spans indoor and outdoor spaces,
stretching from the private deck to the living room. Both shaded
and exposed. An outdoor jet-tub illuminated with fibre-optic lights
also perches on the deck.

This 330sqm pool residence is a private palace. Bedrooms with
balconies and views of the turquoise sea. Every indulgent amenity,
every wish answered by Huvafen Fushi.
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TWO-BEDROOM BEACH PAVILION WITH POOL  800sqm

Avant-garde design. A private slice of beach. An elevated master bedroom
with glass floors – your view to an illuminated infinity pool and tranquil
lagoon. A lithe staircase descends from the inner chamber to the outer
oasis. An open-air rain shower in your own private garden, an oversized
bath to sink into. An indoor bathroom off the main bedroom, a sanctuary
inside a sanctuary.

A second bedroom on the ground floor opens to a scintillating sunbathed deck.
The cool living area – a perfect retreat. A plasma TV and entertainment centre. 
Floor-to-ceiling windows gaze upon hues of aqua and deep ocean blue.



A STUNNING HIDEAWAY AND  
THE NEW JEWEL IN THE CROWN 
OF HUVAFEN FUSHI’S 44 
OVERWATER AND BEACHFRONT 
POOL BUNGALOWS.

“

”
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 – THE GRAND BEACH PAVILION 800sqm

– LUXURY TRAVEL MAGAZINE, AUSTRALIA

www.luxurytravelmag.com.au

Vintage nostalgia meets modern Parisian living, with an
elevated master bedroom. This luxury Maldives penthouse 
features an oversized ocean-view bath, private steam and
sauna wet area and balcony overlooking a black lava-stone 
infinity pool.

It’s a check-in like no other. As our dedicated thakuru, Nazeeh, 
guides us along a secluded sand pathway, through an imposing 
thatched entrance gate and into a verdant tropical courtyard, 
our expectations of Huvafen Fushi’s new Grand Beach Pavilion 
are running high.

Our jaws start to drop as he escorts us through the expansive 
open-plan living space, from gourmet kitchen to 12-seat dining 
table to luxe living room, and out onto a spectacular terrace with 
an oversize pool, alfresco dining and relaxation decks, an outdoor 
shower, and a toes-in-the-sand garden fronting the island’s 
impossibly blue coral reef.

Back inside, Nazeeh literally wafts his hand over a 
state-of-the-art Bang & Olufsen sound system, instantly firing up 
a chilled house music mix, as he points to the staircase and says 
simply: “Shall we?”

The word ‘wow’ doesn’t begin to describe upstairs, another vast 
open-plan living space featuring a centrepiece bed, an enormous 
spa bath with views of the Indian Ocean, a wet area with 
separate steam room and sauna, a Kardashian-worthy dressing 
room, and a sunset-facing balcony.

The décor is New York loft-style meets Parisian boudoir with an 
eclectic mix of classic and contemporary furnishings from bijou to 
bling that’s straight out of the pages of Architectural Digest.

A stunning hideaway and the new jewel in the crown of Huvafen 
Fushi’s 44 overwater and beachfront pool bungalows, CUBE,
a two-storey, 800sqm pavilion, is perfect for guests holidaying 
seeking a grand private domain of their very own, complete
with 24/7 butler service and a personal chef on call.

Despite putting on our best George and Amal Clooney faces 
(George is another Huvafen fanatic, or should that be a
Huvafan?), we barely scratch the surface of everything the
CUBE has to offer in an overnight stay.

We naturally imbibe at the cocktail bar, swim in the infinity
pool (which lights up an edgy scarlet red at night) , laze in the 
sunsplashed beach pavilion, and wallow in our spa bath, relishing 
the surroundings of this magnificent abode.

WELCOME TO 
CUBE
AUSTRALIA’S LUXURY TRAVEL MAGAZINE EDITOR ANDREW 
CONWAY SPENDS A NIGHT OF SHEER HEAVEN IN CUBE,  
UVAFEN FUSHI’S NEW GRAND BEACH PAVILION
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VENUES

PACKAGES

INTIMATE RENDEZVOUS, 
WHISPERED VOWS.  
LIKE A MURMURING 
BREEZE. WHERE LOVE  
IS AWAKENED,  
YEARNING IGNITES.

Surreal settings, palpable romance. You gaze at 
the horizon. Pristine sand over turquoise waters. 
Windswept, flickering flames. Celebrations deep 
underwater. Subterranean depths. Vivid
ceremonies at sea, as sails and hearts swell. 
Each venue is a dreamscape, against a soothing 
seascape.

A bouquet. Fresh, vivid flowers. Eyes entranced.
In energetic whispers, two lives intertwine. The 
salt-tinged air whisks, enlivens folds of ivory satin. 
Champagne on ice. Beads of condensation
melding. Sumptuous cake, tier upon decadent 
ier. Lovers joined at a hidden refuge, bound
by the sea.



North Malé Atoll

Velana International
Airport (Malé)
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